
The late nineteenth century saw a shift towards hand craftsmanship in

interior design and today it is referred to as the Arts and Crafts Movement.

Founded essentially by William Morris, it challenged the machine-made

designs and productions of the late Industrial Revolution. Emerging at the

same time as the Aesthetic Movement, as well as the Art Nouveau style in

France, all of Europe fell under the influence of these three movements and

this was to influence the more classical designs which are evident during

the Edwardian period.

However it can be said that the beginnings of this revolution can be

traced to  the 1830s with the Gothic Revival style. The Arts and Crafts

movement was based on simple, good design, the use of oak and a return to

the hand craftsmanship and design honesty of earlier centuries. The Gothic

Revival too saw the revival of oak, the use of simple architectural forms

based on medieval buildings and also the use of hand craftsmanship.

Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin (A.W.N. Pugin) was a major exponent of

the Gothic Revival style. Alongside Charles Barry, he was famous for the

designs of the Palace of Westminster, especially the interior, where Pugin

designed not just the furniture but the interiors for which they were designed.

Prior to this, he published Gothic Furniture in the Style of the Fifteenth Century
in 1835, but his designs were high end and costly to produce, requiring carving

and hand craftsmanship. One such carver was ‘J.G Crace’, who worked during

this period carving the furniture for Pugin. His designs do not appear much at

auction, but as a major exponent of the style, Pugin’s design influenced other

designers and the Gothic Revival style was born.

The example in figure 1 illustrates an oak Gothic Revival style chair with the

decoration concentrating on the back at eye level with the rest being of simple

but practical form. Another example is figure 2. This is a mid nineteenth

century Pugin style oak occasional table. The base imitates the Gothic Revival

style used on church architecture and public buildings and is a typical character-

istic of this time. The imitated tracery, the half quatrefoils in the arches, the

turned supports and the scrolled terminals illustrate the style.  Another piece

also inspired by Pugin, is the bookcase in figure 3. This is in oak, has a castel-

lated top, turned columns to the sides and Gothic style panel doors. These

examples of Gothic Revival style furniture illustrate good quality cabinet

making, using the traditional styles and following architectural principles.

By the 1860s the Aesthetic style, sometimes referred to as ‘Art Furniture’ was

in motion. Several key designers produced simple practical furniture and these

included Edward William Godwin, Philip Speakman Webb, Bruce Talbert and

manufacturers like Liberty & Co. The Aesthetic movement was based on

naturalistic influences and to an extent simple practical design. It was the belief

that art and attractive items were to be acquired on their visual and aesthetic

merit. This was also seen as a reaction to the over-crowded interiors of the

Victorian home.

Figure 4 shows an Aesthetic mahogany table, which follows the design of

Philip Webb. This is elegantly proportioned and lightly designed. The shaped

top is raised on a hexagonal base, created from six slender legs and united by a

stretcher tier. This is a stark contrast to the heavy, elaborate and exuberant

furniture which could be found in so many homes. Another good example of

this can be found in figure 5. This was designed by Bruce Talbert and made by

Gillows. This chair, with its double spindle galleried back and its simple X

frame base, makes it a light design, but still as robust as one twice as

cumbersome. This design was created for the 1872 International Exhibition in

London.

The Aesthetic movement also saw an element of Japanned furniture.  At the

1862 International Exhibition, a taste for Oriental design was acquired.

Japanese art was popular and furniture was produced to supply this market.

Ebonised or sometimes lacquered furniture would be created to reflect the

original Japanning of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This Japanese
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Fig.1. 19thC Gothic Revival
ecclesiastic arm chair with
pierced oak tracery, 60 x 54 x
113cm high. Jun 13.
Batemans, Stamford. HP:
£190. ABP: £224.

Fig 2. Victorian Gothic
Revival oak occasional table.
Jan 04. Rupert Toovey & Co,
Washington, Sussex. HP:
£950. ABP: £1,117.

Fig 3. Victorian Pugin style
Gothic library bookcase,
upper part with fluted pillars
to the dentil cornice,
adjustable shelves enclosed by
original glazed doors and
cupboards below, each having
a fluted and carved panel,
198cm wide x 245cm high.
Jun 13. Mallams, Cheltenham.
HP: £5,000. APB: £5,900.

Fig 4. Late Victorian maho-
gany centre table, c1890,
hexagonal form, serpentine
moulded edge on six slender
shaped supports terminating
in a pad foot, circular shelf
stretcher after the design of
Phillip Webb for Morris &
Co, 27in dia, 28in high. Mar
06. Halls Fine Art, Shrewsbury.
HP: £340. APB: £400.

Fig 5. Gillows Bruce Talbert
design oak folding chair, with
carved and balustraded back,
designed for the 1872
International Exhibition.
Jul 08. Gorringes, Lewes. HP:
£110. APB: £129.

Fig 6. An aesthetic movement
ebonised and amboyna pier
cabinet, 28in wide, 46.25in
high, stamped Gillow & Co
12244. Apr 01. Andrew
Hartley, Ilkley. HP: £3,800.
ABP: £4,470.
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influenced furniture also comes under the Aesthetic Movement and played an

important role in the English interior. Figure 6 illustrates a Gillows ebonised

and amboyna cabinet.  This is decorated in the Japanese manner, but impor-

tantly, the naturalistic foliage decoration to the doors, exhibits elements of the

Arts and Crafts Movement.

The Arts and Crafts Movement was heavily influenced by William Morris,

Liberty and Co, Charles Rennie Mackintosh and others. The fundamental aim

was  to bring hand craftsmanship to furniture production. Furniture was

designed to be simple, but well made, using the polished surface of oak instead

of carved detail, clean lines and honest construction. In principle, it was meant

to be affordable to the masses, but as hand craftsmanship could never be

cheap, it never worked.  However, the designs did catch on and where designs

weren’t copied, elements did filter through to mainstream furniture, especially

by the 1890s. The example in figure 7 shows a William Morris ‘Sussex’ chair.

Typically constructed with the four turned spindles to the back and multiple

rails and stretchers, this became a popular design as it was ergonomical and

sturdy to use. This is a good example of a chair of this type which retains its

rush seat, another key characteristic in the Arts and Crafts style. Figure 8

shows a Liberty & Co. oak sideboard. This piece typically uses a very rustic

style for the overall design and like much Arts and Crafts furniture shows off

the hinges and handles. No attempt has been made to cover up construction

and original design.

The Arts and Crafts Movement saw various schools of art in furniture design

which were influential in the areas in which they thrived. The Cotswold

School, inspired by William Morris, attempted to make furniture cheaper to

produce.  The costs of setting up workshops was minimised as the rural

Cotswolds were far less expensive than any London boroughs. When the

furniture had been produced, the savings in the cost of production could then

be passed on to the buyers. Figure 9 is a good example of a corner cupboard

from the Cotswold School. The use of clean lines and the cleverly exploited

walnut veneer with no other decoration, makes this piece simple, practical and

sturdy, a key characteristic of this type.

The 1880s saw the beginning of the Art Nouveau period, which emerged in

France before taking various forms. This was an applied style and was

concerned with swaying, flowing, curvilinear and natural forms.The Paris

Exhibition in 1900, included a large collection of Art Nouveau furniture

produced by the School of Nancy. In England, the designers who adapted the

elements of the style from across the channel were the likes of William Morris,

Shapland and Petter, Liberty and Co., Wylie and Lochhead, Charles Rennie

Mackintosh, Arthur Heygate Mackmurdo and others. Toward the end of the Art

Nouveau Movement, War was looming, which was about to turn the world on

its head.

Figure 10 is an Art Nouveau mahogany display cabinet probably dating to

around 1900. Made by Shapland and Petter it easy to see how Art Nouveau

affected English Furniture design. This illustrates the use of inlay, the light

flowing appearance and the curvilinear forms within the overall design. These

characteristics can also be seen in figure 11. These two chairs were designed

by Charles Rennie Mackintosh and are good examples of how the Art Nouveau

movement merged with Arts and Crafts. This example shows how the chairs

are slightly lighter than some Arts and Crafts designs. Furniture in the Arts and

Crafts style was often quite large and substantial, with sturdiness and honest

construction  important factors. These show a change towards light, elegant,

curvaceous and simple furniture design.

Perhaps figure 12 is something which illustrates this further. Curvaceous

and light, this example is also rather elaborate. It was made in the North of

England in Bradford by Christopher Pratt and the design, the inlay and almost

every section is flowing and curvilinear. Made in mahogany, instead of oak, it

is an example of how the French Art Nouveau movement affected furniture not

just in London, but in all parts of the country. From the examples discussed, it

is clear that the second half of the nineteenth century saw designers and

manufacturers taking a keen interest in furniture design and production. From

Pugin and the Gothic Revival in the mid nineteenth century, through to the

Aesthetic, the Arts and Crafts and Art Nouveau Movements with famous

designers like William Morris and Charles Rennie Mackintosh, the late

nineteenth century was one of the most active and fast emerging design

periods in the history of English Furniture.

Fig 7. William Morris type
Sussex chair, ash with rush
seat, tapering uprights with
nipple finials, spindle and bar
back, arms similar to uprights
on tapering supports, on
incised ring turned legs joined
by multiple stretchers. Mar 11.
Hartleys, Ilkley. HP: £120.
ABP: £142.

Fig 8. Arts and Crafts
‘Liberty & Co’ oak sideboard,
c1900, 74in wide, 24.5in deep,
71in high. Sep 03. Halls Fine
Art, Shrewsbury. HP: £1,900.
ABP: £2,235.

Fig 10. Shapland & Petter Art
Nouveau inlaid mahogany
display cabinet, decorated
throughout with mother-of-
pearl, abalone shell & stained
wood flowers, door above a
short drawer, flanked by two
mirror backed open shelves &
2 cupboard doors, tapered
square legs, 6ft 3in x 4ft 6in.
Jul 09. Gorringes, Lewes. HP:
£4,800. ABP: £5,628.

Fig 9. Cotswold School walnut
corner cupboard,  slight bow
front and a single panelled
door, 92cm wide, 183.5cm
high. Feb 11. Sworders,
Stansted Mountfitchet. HP:
£420. APB: £496.

Fig 11. Charles Rennie
Mackintosh, pair of stained
walnut ‘Argyle’ dining chairs,
paper makers labels to under-
side of seats, Marsh Jones
Cribb & Company, c1895. Oct
10. Gorringes, Lewes. HP:
£1,500. APB: £1,764.

Fig 12. Art Nouveau
mahogany display cabinet,
marquetry swirling foliage &
plant motifs, domed centre
section, ogee cresting over a
twin panelled glazed door
enclosing velvet lined interior,
cupboard door either side
with shelves, sides with open
shelving on pierced brackets,
shaped square section
supports with block feet joined
by an undershelf, label for
Christopher Pratt, Bradford,
62.5 x 14.25 x 77.75in. Jun
12. Hartleys, Ilkley. HP:
£1,800.  ABP: £2,124.


